### APPLIED LINGUISTICS

**Fall 2016**
- 510 Intro Computers in Appl Ling
- 511 Intro Linguistics Analysis
- 513 Language Assessment Practicum
- 515 Statistical NLP
- 518 Teaching ESI Methods & MIs
- 518 XW Teaching ESI Methods & MIs (online)
- 520 Computational Analysis
- 524 Literacy: Issues & Methods
- 530X Technology and Oral Language
- 537 Corpus Approaches to Grammar
- 588 Supervised Practice Tech in TESL
- 630 A Seminar in Tech & AL: Evaluation of Technology for Language Learning
- 688 Practicum in Tech & Appl Ling

**Spring 2017**
- 512 SLA
- 513 Language Assessment Practicum
- 514 Sociolinguistics
- 515 Statistical NLP
- 517X Corpus Methods for Analyzing Lang
- 526 Computer-Assist Lang
- 527 Discourse Analysis
- 588 Supervised Practice Tech in TESL
- 626 Computer-Assist Lang Assessment
- 630 A Seminar in Tech & AL: Psychometrics
- 630 B Seminar in Tech & AL: Corpus Research
- 688 Practicum in Tech & Appl Ling

**Summer 2017**
- 511 Intro Linguistics Analysis
- 513 Language Assessment Practicum
- 588 Supervised Practice Tech in TESL
- 688 Practicum in Tech & Appl Ling

### CREATIVE WRITING

**Fall 2016**
- 550 CW: Craft & Prof Practice
- 595 Workshop: nonfiction
- 597 studies in CW: topic TBD
- 597H@sfv resid experience
- 589 Supervised Practice, Literary Editing

**Spring 2017**
- 554 Workshop: Fiction
- 595@sfv resid experience
- 597 studies in CW: topic TBD
- 597H@sfv resid experience
- 599@sfv resid experience
- 560 Env Field Experience
- 599 Supervised Practice, Literary Editing

### LITERATURE

**Fall 2016**
- 521 Tchg of Lit and Lit Curriculum
- 531 Topics in Lit: Imagining Apocalypse: Narratives of Environmental Catastrophe
- 538 Fiction: Ivy League, Red Bricks, Land Grants: Academic Fiction and Educational Access
- 540 Drama: Shakespeare, Performance, and the Rhetorical Tradition

**Spring 2017**
- 523 Intro to Old English Lang & Lit
- 532 American Lit to 1865: Bonds and Bondage
- 543 Study of Env Lit: Becoming Beast: The Humanimal in the Age of Biotechnology and Escalating Ecological Crisis

**Summer 2017**
- TBD

### RPC

**Fall 2016**
- 500 Proseminar: Tchg Engl Comp
- 504 Tchg Advanced Comm
- 542 Prod Proc for Tech Docs
- 547 History of Rhetorical Theory II: Bacon-Present
- 587 Internship in Bus, Tech, & Prof Comm
- 592 B Core Studies in RPC: Visual Rhetoric
- 611 Topics in Rhetorical Theory: Social Justice Rhetorics

**Spring 2017**
- 501 Research Methods in RPC
- 503 Theory and Research in Comp
- 506 Theory and Research Prof Comm
- 529 Multimedia Content Management
- 587 Internship in Bus, Tech, & Prof Comm
- 602 A Res Design in RPC: Qualitative

**Summer 2017**
- 508 Adv Workshop in Acad Wtg
- 587 Internship in Bus, Tech, & Prof Comm

*Note: Courses generally must enroll a minimum of 8 students in order to make.*